IF YOU DON’T VOTE FOR TRUMP
THEN YOU’RE CASTING A VOTE FOR HILLARY

Today I was looking at a Facebook post that someone forwarded from Ben Carson. Ben
was a presidential candidate early on in the Republican contest for presidential candidate but he
later dropped out of the race. Ben proposes something that I feel Yahweh has been telling me for
at least four years. What Ben was saying is that Obama is going to somehow either nullify the
outcome of the presidential elections this coming November, or he will prevent the elections
from happening altogether.
I think that we can all agree that this is a valid assertion. Obama is to the presidency what
John Gotti was to organized crime. John Gotti ruled New York’s crime syndicate for many years.
Every time that the Feds would take him to court it seemed that he would get off on some
technicality or witnesses changed their testimony and/or disappeared. Obama has been the same
way. In a purge that would rival Kremlin practices during the Twentieth Century, Obama has
purged military leaders that would have opposed him, has silenced and manipulated senators and
representatives and has capitalized on the sub working class and what Soviets used to call
“useful idiots.” Obama has broken many campaign promises, but the one that he has kept
faithfully is the one where he promised to “fundamentally transform America.” Many people
didn’t see that promise for what it really was, a plan to transform, or change or replace the whole
foundation that our nation was built on. Every attempt to unseat Obama has failed and it appears
that he carries on the Teflon tradition. If that tradition is to be passed on, who can take the baton
and run with it?
When it comes to Teflon leadership there is one person, or should I say family that can
that can make the claim of being truly untouchable? The answer to that question is the Clinton
Family. I have capitalized both words in their title because it is a title, no different from other
crime families like the Bonanno, Colombo, Gambino, Genovese and Lucchese families of the
Mafioso. The Clinton Family along with all of the others listed all came to power and retained it
because they used fear, power, money and intimidation to coerce and control people. Truly, if the
Clintons can be allowed to get away with their spree of terror, then law enforcement officials in
this country should apologize to the Mafia, or give the credit for using their tactics because let’s
face it, since the Clinton Administration back in the last century, the government has jumped on
board with them, each person or organization grabbing for their piece of the American Pie.

Politics today is like farming. During the Clinton administration of the 1990’s Bill was
hooking up the plow and showing Americans that plowing would begin. Bush hooked up the
plow to the horse and ordered the seed of corruption. Obama disturbed the land with his plow
and turned everything over. The next president will do one of two things. A good president will
sow good seed in the loose soil. An evil president will sow wicked seed. If it is not Yahweh’s
will for Obama to become dictator of America, and if it’s His will that a new president He will
use the election (and those voting) to bring in a new leader. If it does come down to Hillary
Clinton vs. Donald Trump then Christians have to make a decision; do I vote or not vote and if I
vote who is the best candidate for Yahweh’s purposes. Important too is the fact that voting could
ensure a little more time of freedom or plunging headlong into persecution in a Clinton FEMA
Camp or some sort of death by her hand.
Last week on our Opposing the Matrix radio show I got quite emotional talking about the
way that Christians are viewing the coming elections. I was very firm in my assertion that voting
for Hillary Clinton was detrimental to society as we know it. I also explained that not voting
Trump because you dislike him is the same as casting a vote for Hillary. I stand firm in those
assertions because they are true.
I also addressed the bonehead assertion by some in the Christian community that since
Donald Trump isn’t a believer in Yeshua that means that we should not vote for him. I’ve even
heard some assert that they would not vote for an unrighteous man to be president. Well, I
assume then that they never have voted then because there never has been a righteous president
and there probably never will. There are some that suppose that George Bush was a believer and
I find that laughable. I am selling the Brooklyn Bridge for rock bottom prices if you believe that
Bush was any sort of believer in Yeshua. The saying goes that people that fail to study history
are doomed to repeat it, which is an echo of scripture found in Ecclesiastes. Not using the
discernment that Yahweh gave you is even more inane. If you are ignorant enough to claim that
Bush was a believer, especially after he ended Posse Commentates (study what it was) and he
tried to sell the operation of our ports to a Muslim nation, is even more insidious then your
feelings about Trump. In addition, I constantly hear that Ronald Reagan was a believer in
Yeshua. Well, allowing psychics to come into the White House on an almost daily basis pretty
well puts an end to that idea. And, no, it wasn’t only Nancy, but old Ronnie listened to them too.
I have at least two times read to the radio audience what is known as the Clinton Body
Count; a list of close to fifty people that have died under mysterious circumstances because they
were associated with the Clintons or they witness or heard something that the Clinton’s didn’t

want to be known. By the way, I don’t think that the list is finalized either. There are bound to be
more deaths attributed to them simply because so much hubbub is going regarding her lying to
Congress and the FBI and her scurrilously suspicious background in nearly everything that she
says and does.
Yes, it is true that I also called the Clintons snakes, vipers and other names that they seem
to be great at living up to. It is not uncommon to refer to liars as snakes. I mean heck, Lucifer
deceived Chava in the garden by lying to her and he’s described as a serpent and Yeshua said
that Satan is the “father of all lies,” so calling the Clinton’s snakes is certainly acceptable
in context of who and what they are.
I mentioned on the radio show that the Clinton’s have Wiccan connections; Hillary being
a higher degree Wiccan than Bill. So, isn’t it stupid to not vote for Trump because you think that
he’s unrighteous, yet by withholding your vote you allow a Wiccan to get into the Whitehouse?
The answer to that question is YES.
Sometimes the logic, or lack thereof that Christians use to make decisions befuddles me.
One of the things that sets apart intelligent people from the mentally inept is the fact that
intelligent people tend to think things out before they make a decision. Making a decision
without discernment is in effect cutting off the nose to spite the face. Cutting off your nose to
spite your face is indeed the act of an imbecile.
Uh oh, I think I might have offended some people by what I just wrote in the last
paragraph. In today’s world you cannot label people for what they are because that is offensive
and it hurts their feelings. When people put feeling above truth then society and yes, Church is
its own society is in danger of failing. If you speak your mind to someone in the world you
eventually are labelled a bigot, racist or some other name that shows their satisfaction with you.
If you tell the truth to believers in Yeshua you are often called judgmental, uncaring and the
queen mother of all labels, “a Pharisee.”
It is sad to see good Christians taking on the mantle of this world. As believers we are
supposed to accept constructive criticism, especially when we are wrong, and if the charge is
scripturally correct.
Yes, it is true that Yahweh has appointed Barack Hussein Obama as a tool of correction
for our nation. This nation has been primed for Yahweh’s punishment for quite a long time.

Christians cannot step away from guilt during this time for scripture says that “judgment comes
first to the House of The Yahweh.” Yes, that means believers in Yeshua. The last eight
years has brought much tsuris (grief and woe) to Yahweh’s people, both Jews and Christians. My
concern is that Yahweh’s full correction hasn’t yet come to us. However, we do not know the
mind of Yahweh (in full anyway) and perhaps He has heard the full measure of cries that he
needs to hear in order to bring us relief from Obamanation that has plagued our land. IF that is
the case, and he has place Donald Trump there to bring us relief, then it is the responsibility of
every believer that can vote to vote for Trump. If it is Yahweh’s will to continue the correction,
and he places Hillary Clinton into office or if Obama does claim dictatorial power then we at
least voted for freedom and what we hoped would be Yahweh’s will.
Walking with Yahweh Yeshua always requires action, dare I say, work. Yahweh has a
perfect will yet he wants us to walk in faith. The Children of Israel, when they got to the Jordan
River could have just sat there and waited for Yahweh to carry them over. They didn’t wait, they
followed His instructions to cross over and possess the land of Israel. How tragic it would be to
enter glory and find out that we could have voted for Trump and been delivered from this present
wickedness, yet most just sat on their duff’s not wanting to make the choice to vote.
Yes, I want Yahweh’s will totally and in full. Yet Yahweh has entrusted me with
children and grandchildren to care for. Yahweh gives us families as a blessing to us and our
families are our first ministry, so much so that Rabbi Paul tells us that anyone in any sort of
church ministry must have his house in order before they can minister to Yahweh’s people.
Looking forward I have to make decisions for what will benefit our kids and grandkids the most
and what will protect them the best. Obama being a dictator (like he isn’t already?) does not
benefit my kids or grandkids. Hillary being our president certainly doesn’t give a promising
future to my family, but in fact, along with having Obama as a dictator puts my family in peril.
However, having Trump in office does at least give me a hope for a future and also one for my
family. It doesn’t matter to me what the enemies of freedom say about Trump. I’ve looked into
the man and to be frank, he’s done some wonderful things for people that I doubt any Christians
would do. You see, I believed Christians when they said that Carter, Reagan and Bush were Born
Again believers. I took those lies in hook line and sinker because I thought that those Christians
had veracity and they knew what they were talking about. Now that a lot of Christians are
badmouthing Trump, I think that I’ll turn aside from what they say and I’ll cast my ballot for
Trump.

